
 

               @SoCalHT 

@JMOTA3 #avchat I guess this may be true 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

@SoCalHT I guess so if your on the computer, but it complicates things too much to cross Platform the 

chat. #AVChat 

  

               @SoCalHT 

@JMOTA3 #avchat could do twitter and Live Google hangout at same time. 

 

9 hrs                  @PKaudiovisual 

Good Q #AVchat RT @MikeBrandesAV I'd like to know for venue system design & touring audio what 

system processors ppl are using 

 

                     @johnbirchman 

RT @PKaudiovisual: Do we want to have a chat about #DigitalSignage? I know everyone who deals with 

it is at #DSE2013 right now. #avchat 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Not against it, but "there's something about 140 chars" RT @SoCalHT: #AVChat..have you guys ever 

thought of doing a a video chat "Hangout" 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

Hangout isn't big enough for collaboration. Only 10 tweeps for that kind of #AvChat. 

 from California, US 

                   @JMOTA3 



We should have a #AnalogSunset #AvChat, @PKaudiovisual . 

 from California, US 

               @SoCalHT 

#AVChat..have you guys ever thought of doing a a video chat "Hangout" 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Maybe Green AV for pre Earth Day Chat? I am open to all of your suggestions. Also let me know if you 

want to guest host sometime #avchat 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Do we want to have a chat about Digital Signage? I know that everyone who deals with it is probably at 

DSE right now. 4K? MehK? #avchat 

 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat sounds great Paul. It's on my iCal now 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

The next #AVchat will be at Noon PST on 3/28. Topic TBD I also moved the April chat to 4/18 to avoid 

conflict with E4 in Bay area #avchat 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

@RightatHomeTech that's a perfect example of what "you can have" at home for your clients to 

see/use. #AvChat We have the same scenario 

  

                   @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat. Today's chat was great. Thanks to all who participated. What's up next, Paul? 

 



                  @AVDawn 

#AVChat - Yes, thanks @PKaudiovisual for another good discussion. Sorry multitasking kept me quieter 

than normal. :-) 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Hey Virl and Josh, thanks for coming, late or not. Last question - What topics would you like to cover in 

upcoming chats? #avchat 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

S/O to @PKaudiovisual for hosting another #DoubleAwesome @AV_chat . #AvChat/#AUDIO #AvTweeps 

 from California, US 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat as far are spring and summer, we are adding a garden venue to our display house with 

landscape speakers on our NuVo system 

 

                       @JSrago 

#avchat A5 while powered arrays have been trending and will continue to it's all application based - 

assuming someone asked the question 

 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

“@V       v    : I                          p     # v    ”       v      b            ? 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

"@VirlatRevenew: I, as well, am late to the party #avchat" welcome 

 from California, US 

      V   @  v      @VirlatRevenew 

I, as well, am late to the party #avchat 



 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

“@      : I                              p     # v    ” b                  v   

 

                   @JMOTA3 

"@JSrago: I am ridiculously late to this party #avchat" 

 from California, US 

                     @johnbirchman 

A5 Any medium and larger General Sessions seem to be using line arrays pretty much exclusively. 

#avchat 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

@johnbirchman interesting. #AvChat 

  

                       @JSrago 

I am ridiculously late to this party #avchat 

 

                     @johnbirchman 

A5 I know in Rental & Staging, the trend seems to be most are phasing out unpowered and replacing 

with powered for smaller stuff. #avchat 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

How are you preparing for spring summer #Audio sales? Landscape systems? #AvChat 

 from California, US 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Now THAT is a tweet! -> RT @MikeBrandesAV: A5 Ill never use active speakers again, Ive used them and 

dont like them at all. #avchat 



 

9 hrs                  @PKaudiovisual 

10 mins left in this chat (officially, you can always keep going). Would anyone else like to toss out a 

question about audio? #avchat 

 

                    @MikeBrandesAV 

A5 I'll never use active speakers again, I've used them and don't like them at all. #AVCHAT 

 

                    @MikeBrandesAV 

A5, I use line arrays for portable systems, small rooms spiked on stands, large venues hung from trusses. 

#AVCHAT 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Q5: Let's move on to rentals and touring systems. Are powered speakers in? Are line arrays are the now 

the norm for large scale? #avchat 

 

                  @AVDawn 

#AVChat A4b - Sure hope not! I enjoy being able to work remotely on occasion! 

 

                       @rfregosa 

#AVChat A4b. I think there will be a *massive* backlash over this, it's already starting in the press 

painting the CEO as a spoiled brat 

 

                     @TuckerTues 

Q4b - hope not. the reasons given are Horse Hockey ( as Col. Sherman T. Potter would say ) #avchat 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 



Q4b - Speaking of corporate, everyone here in the Bay area is talking about Yahoo's new no 

telecommuting policy, will this be trend? #avchat 

 

9 hrs Paul             @PKaudiovisual 

A4: I think people notice when it sounds bad. They deal with it, or demand it gets fixed. Corporate 

communications are up #avchat 

 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat most worship centers are terrible for audio with dead spots and echos 

 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat with the trend to worship bands and multiple vocalist, we find a need for better mics and then 

many want video 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Hi Rich! Q1-headphones Q2-TVs Q3-Soundbars Q4-DSP audio RT @rfregosa: #AVChat - Sorry Im late, 

checking on on the audio happenings #avchat 

 

                  @AVPhenom 

A4: Retrofitting is still hard though based on existing arch and construction to meet coverage needs 

#AVchat 

 

                   @JMOTA3 

Welcome to #AVChat, @rfregosa 

  

                       @rfregosa 

#AVChat - Sorry I'm late, checking on on the audio happenings 



 

                   @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat for worship centers we have been using Mackie and @YamahaCommAudio for reinforcement 

with @THIELAudio and @ProficientAudio spks 

 

                  @AVPhenom 

A4: I have seen a move to better sound in HOW based on new musical tastes and intelligibility concerns 

#AVchat 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Thanks Penny! Wireless @Klipsch Reference RT @DraperInc: I thought the @WiSAAssociation demo at 

#ISE2013 sounded surprisingly good. #avchat 

 

                       @PKaudiovisual 

Q4: Are you seeing a resurgence of audio upgrades in conference rooms, houses of worship, and/or 

classrooms? Areas that need DSP? #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat Paul, that would be great as long as the quality is there 

 

1         p    I     @DraperInc 

I thought the @WiSAAssociation demo at #ISE2013 sounded surprisingly good. #avchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Ok we started with headphones, then talked about TVs and home theaters. Let's move to installed audio 

in large homes, churches, etc #avchat 

 



                        @PKaudiovisual 

Imagine, you could have a 7.1 demo kit to show them. RT @RightatHomeTech: a couple of clients have 

expressed interest in adding #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat Paul, I have not yet experienced wireless, though a couple of clients have expressed interest in 

adding to an existing space 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

I always get that #Audio complaint RT @AVPhenom: @PKaudiovisual @WiSAAssociation Wireless sound 

still needs power, which means wires #AVchat 

 

                      @TuckerTues 

A1. Interestingly I do 90% of my listening on my MDR's - mostly music I watch almost no Tv. Beats spark 

interest but awful sound #avchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

This is true. But power is easy. RT @AVPhenom: @PKaudiovisual @WiSAAssociation Wireless sound still 

needs power, which means wires #AVchat 

 

1                  @AVPhenom 

@PKaudiovisual @WiSAAssociation Wireless sound still needs power, which means wires #AVchat 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

@PKaudiovisual @WiSAAssociation Indeed there is, oince the quality is here, I'll sell more of it. #AvChat 

#Wireless #Audio 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 



3 As many of you know, I have been working with @WiSAassociation lately. They believe there is a big 

niche for wireless surround #avchat 

 

                   @AVDawn 

#AVChat - @TheAudioHead @RightatHomeTech We're Gen-X, the Meh generation... Unless hardcore 

audiophiles, it's "whatever..." ^_~ 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

“@          : 3       b    - Does a Media room really require complete system ? # v    ”   p     

on the "room" 

 

         b -   @nabzignis 

@TuckerTues #avchat who do you think have the best LFD for digital signage solutions and why? 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

A1-3 Many people who love their headphones use them for critcal listening. But at some point, they 

want to take them off, right? #avchat 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

Depends on what the client wants & needs for #Audio RT @TuckerTues: 3. Soundbars - Does a Media 

room really require complete systems?#avchat 

 

                      @TuckerTues 

3. trend is toward the smaller, no? #avchat 

 

                  @TheAudioHead 

@RightatHomeTech Me as well, but the crazy thing is the age division b/t the groups. 40+ stereo, 18-24 

headphones.what about 30-40? #AVchat 



 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

I think many are afraid to make the jump, go big RT @TuckerTues: 3. Soundbars - Does a Media room 

really require complete systems? #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

“@       : @                           b                    f     f          # V    ”                

but clients always know best :-) 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Good to "see" you " here" RT @RightatHomeTech: #AvChat hi George and welcome #avchat 

 

                      @TuckerTues 

3. Soundbars - Does a Media room really require complete systems? #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat hi George and welcome 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

@TuckerTues *Nods* #AvChat 

 

          p    I     @DraperInc 

Hi, George! RT @TuckerTues: Hello all, better late .... #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat 3. We as a pros need to return to demoing great sound and complete systems, not just a quick 

sale. Surround is best by far 



 

                      @TuckerTues 

Hello all, better late .... #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat 3 Paul, that's because they are not really aware of how to fill a room with sound. They are just 

use to the sound coming from the TV 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

I need a compressor at home :) RT @AVPhenom: #avchat how have you seen compressed audio affect 

the need for good sound in theaters #avchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

3 - I def agree with all of the soundbar comments you guys are making. As pros we can do better, but 

the average joe is buying them #avchat 

 

                      @johnbirchman 

The new thin displays you can hardly hear on a tradeshow floor, and need to be augmented with 

additional speakers. #avchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

3 cont - so, do you think fatter TV's with better speakers will make a comeback? Or will TV audio move 

towards satellite speakers? #avchat 

 

                      @johnbirchman 

Big problem now with Exhibit AV - people don't order extra sound as they are used to the older large 

displays having adequate sound. #avchat 

 



                @SoCalHT 

@RightatHomeTech Most sound bars need side walls for reflections. #AVChat 

 

                   @AVPhenom 

#avchat how have you seen compressed audio affect the need for good sound in theaters 

 

                  @TheAudioHead 

@RightatHomeTech @JMOTA3 The sheer traffic of sites like http://Head-Fi.org  are prime examples of 

this. #AVchat 

 

10 hrs Ric          @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat Paul, I got one have not had good luck with sound bars. I find them hard to balance in a mid 

size room with lots of openings 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

@PKaudiovisual That's true, Paul. But I think It has to do with the education we as pro's teach our 

clientele. #AvChat #Audio 

 

                  @TheAudioHead 

@RightatHomeTech @JMOTA3 People are invited by the mainstream models and then begin to 

wonder"how can I make this sound even better" #AVchat 

 

                     @SoCalRayJr 

@PKaudiovisual with TV's getting thinner..and no room inside for speakers....it had to happen. #AVChat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 



A2: I heard soundbars sales were up like 300% last year. Better sound at a reasonable price, easy to 

install? and wireless adoption #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

“@   p  I  :                     p    b        b  # V                I'        f   v       p ! # v    ” 

welcome to the chat 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

Welcome to #AvChat, @SoCalHT! #AvTweeps 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

“@  O  3: #        @            : @  O  3        p      f b             f         p        

                 # V    ”         

 

                    @JMOTA3 

#FACT RT @TheAudioHead: @JMOTA3 The adoption of beats, etc is fueling a personal audio resurgence 

#AVchat 

 

          p    I     @DraperInc 

This is Penny at Draper, buzzzing by #AVChat ... though I'm more of a video type! #avchat 

 

                   @AVDawn 

#AVChat A2 - Can't speak on sound bars. Our flat-TV at home uses pro-AV surround speakers hooked up 

by @MrAVDawn! lol Gotta sound good! 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

@PKaudiovisual A2: Yes/no. Depends on make and model. However, Surround and Soundbar sales don't 

necessarily increase because of it. #AvChat 



 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Hi There! Do you do home theaters? Are you seeing a spike in audio upgrades in your market? RT 

@SoCalHT: #AVChat Hello all. #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat 2 we are seeing a lot more interest in surround systems now Regan in the past. Thin dies not 

make for good sound reinforcement 

 

                  @TheAudioHead 

@JMOTA3 The adoption of beats, etc is fueling a personal audio resurgence #AVchat 

 

10 hrs Johnny Mota  @JMOTA3 

(: @AVDawn @Net_AV HI :) #AvChat 

 

                @SoCalHT 

#AVChat Hello all. 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Q2: What about audio quality while watching TV or movies at home? Do Thin TVs = thin sound = more 

soundbar and surround sound sales? #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat @AVDawn good to see you on board 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 



Hi Dawn! RT @AVDawn: #AVChat - Hey all. AVDawn here, tweeting for myself and @net_av. Sorry I'm 

late! 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

A1: "Race to the bottom", everyone else is doing it kind of mentality...A few quality headphoines 

though. #AvChat 

 

                   @AVDawn 

#AVChat - Hey all. AVDawn here, tweeting for myself and @net_av. Sorry I'm late! 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat @JMOTA3 you are correct in that thinking 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

Welcome to #AvChat, @johnbirchman. #AvTweeps 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

A1: I think a lot of the trend in "bigger cans" is marketing. But still better sounding than stock i-buds. I 

use Sonys myself #avchat 

 

10 hrs John Bi        @johnbirchman 

A1: I think it is more of a style thing, as apposed to quality. #avchat 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

A1: Trend is getting bigger, doesn't mean quality is getting better in#Audio. Some yes, mainly, no. 

#AvChat @PKaudiovisual 

 



                    @RightatHomeTech 

#AvChat yes, headphones are getting bigger and better, but I believe this trend is more personal than 

due to better quality #AVchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Hi John, and Ric RT @johnbirchman: John Birchman here, Orlando area Freelance AV Technician. 

#avchat 

 

                      @johnbirchman 

John Birchman here, Orlando area Freelance AV Technician. #avchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Q1 Have you noticed the trend in personal headphones getting larger and better? Does this indicate a 

shift in the quality of audio? #avchat 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Remember to use the #AVchat hashtag in all tweets. If you are using Tweetchat, I recommend setting 

your refresh speed to 5 seconds #avchat 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

@RightatHomeTech @PKaudiovisual Cool. Lets start this @AvChat. Today is all about #Audio, yeah? 

#AvChat #AvTweeps 

 

                        @PKaudiovisual 

Welcome all to today's chat, all about audio. After you take a moment to introduce yourselves, we will 

start with small then go big #avchat 

 

                    @RightatHomeTech 



@JMOTA3 #AVchat I here and can't wait to start 

 

10 hrs Paul Konikows    @PKaudiovisual 

I'm here! Welcome back Johnny! RT @JMOTA3: Today's my first #AvChat in a long time. Who's here 

today, #AvTweeps? 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

Today's my first #AvChat in a long time. Who's here today, #AvTweeps? 

 

                    @JMOTA3 

#AvChat starts in 5, 4, 3....#AvTweeps 

 

       # V      @AV_chat 

15 mins to #AVchat all about audio 

 

                      @johnbirchman 

Hey #avtweeps don't forget today's #avchat starts in about 1 hour! 


